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Forty years after a mysterious billionaire disappears, he suddenly resurfaces with a dark secret that shocks
the world. In this enthralling third novel in the "God's Lions" series, Cardinal Leopold Amodeo is once again
teamed with a group of scientists and archaeologists who are led to the inescapable conclusion that a very
real evil has arrived in the world.

Based on recently de-classified documents and real-life technological breakthroughs that are already on the
drawing board, John Lyman takes readers on a wild ride into a future that is already here, where technology
takes flight in the hands of one who has vowed to destroy mankind. Make sure your coffee pot is in good
working order, because you'll need it when you curl up with this book into the wee hours of the morning.
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From Reader Review God's Lions - The Dark Ruin for online ebook

Stephanie Sellers says

Can't wait for number 4!

Annie says

Really enjoyed the story until the end. Leo and Evita was cheesy. But I can get over that to figure out what
happens....

Linda Anders says

Loved this series of 3 books which lead the reader from discovering Biblical prophecies to seeing them
fulfilled. Dan-Brown-like but completely different, also.

I borrowed the first book (Secret Chapel) using my Amazon Prime at the end of the month; a few days later,
was able to borrow the 2nd book (House of Acerbi). Loved them so much that I instantly purchased the 3rd
book (Dark Ruin). Even though I got the first 2 free, I would have bought them if I had known they were so
good (and I'm cheap when it comes to buying e-books!).

Definitely recommend that everyone read the 3 books in order due to character development and situations.
Outstanding series! Comments from readers indicate there is a 4th and final book in the works. If so, it will
be a must read for me.

MaryJane Rings says

The series just keeps getting better as the story and the characters progress through the turbulent times of the
new world order. Kept me wondering how the book and the story would play out as the characters narrowly
escape with their lives from the dark evil which has taken over the lands, nations and the governments of the
world. The author is amazing in the use of history and his way of staying one step ahead of the reader and
keeping us mesmerized by the plots and subplots. Extremely interesting.

Teresa l. Yrure says

Page turner



Amazing mind tingling tale of history and Christianity...Major page Turner...I will definitely continue this
amazing series of intrigue and mind boggling story

Sandy says

Another thoroughly enjoyable read. Have read it out of order tho. Onto the 3rd one now.

Matthew Seeber says

Best one yet!!

I've read the first two books in this series and this one is my favorite so far. I am going get the next one in
line right away.

Thomas J. Conlin Jr. says

Easy read that pulls you into the story and then you just keep reading!!!!

Story of good versus evil. The characters become part of your family. You wonder what happens next and
you can't put the book bcc aside until you find the answer.

Elizabeth Hughes says

loved this book. It is the third in the series it is as spellbinding as the other two.
good battling evil. the story draws you in and captivates the reader.
I'm going straight on to the next book in the series.

Donna says

Fantastic Read!!

Once you start reading, you will not want to put it down!!! Absolutely thrilling and I couldn't wait to
continue reading the next pages.

Andrea Montack says

Learned Alot



I was drawn to this book because of its theme,and I was curious to see how they would portray the end times.
I was disappointed that the book ended without that detail. Overall I enjoyed the book..Learned a lot about
the history of the Cathars,learned about cities in the middle east and the workings of the Catholic church. I
enjoy reading and my main purpose for reading is to increase knowledge. I learned a lot from reading this
book

Michelle says

Humanity's existence is threatened!

Good vs Evil, Cardinal Leo continues to lead the fight against dark enemies. This plot is truly terrifying,
because its a realistic threat that could topple nations and recreate the reigns of any of these monsters from
our history : Hitler, Pol Pot, Mao Tse- tung, Stalin, and Lenin.

Linda says

I love, love, love this series. Once I started this book, I hated to put it down. I have a suspicion that Marcus is
not dead. We'll see over the next one or two books, I'm sure. I can only hope that, like Father Morelli, his
"death" was necessary to accomplish an objective.

Dana Clarke says

I hope the author is writing another book...I am starting the last book tonight and I know I will be checking
all the time looking for another book...this is an awesome series...

Pashnee Naidoo says

Cannot wait for another John Lyman book


